SustainaSeed Information of the crowdfunding platform

What is SustainaSeed?

SustainaSeed is a sustainable focused purchase and donation type of
crowdfunding platform.
We support project owners who deliver sustainable products and
services to consumers in order to make sustainability the norm and
bring a better society to future generations.

How Crowdfunding Works

Features of SustainaSeed
>Only sustainable projects can participate

We connect project owners who want to
release sustainable products and services
with supporters who want to support them.

>Connecting with Sustainability Conscious
Communities

Project
Owners

>Global Partners (Australian version in

Supporter

preparation)

>Sustainable strategy support and expert
The project will be funded by supporters.

*The fee for using the platform will be deducted from the deposit to the
project owner.

assistance

Projects with SDGs background

② Telling the Story
Approach supporters by telling a story
about your passion on the project.

①Select the relevant SDGs target

Only projects that are conducting
sustainable activities using the SDGs as an
indicator are listed. The purpose of the
project and how the vision it aims for can
contribute to society are clearly indicated.

About this project
We believe in the potential of nature for all living things to coexist
on this beautiful blue planet, and in what we can contribute to
make life more pleasant for everyone.

No matter how big or small, the small actions you take every day can
make a big difference. Theos is committed to helping people lead
greener and more comfortable lives by reducing the burdens of
everyday living.

Reference: Project Examples
◆Semi-custom apparel from Africa (fair trade) that
wants to be a bridge to create a rich world where each
person can show their unique individuality and talent

◆Electric carts for delivery that want to realize
environmentally friendly delivery (carbon dioxide emission
reduction)

◆Handmade bags from the Philippines (fair trade) to
improve livelihoods

◆Bamboo toothbrushes and refill capsules (de-plasticized,
reusable) to reduce plastic

We seed sustainability to realize better society for the
next generation.
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